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A.   IWmiWriQf. TYPfti ÛF TiilCHHOLOQY OUTRAN 

IXipinr th« last ten years «everal developing oountries have outlined 

selective policies for the regulation of technological transaction! with 

fortiori firm«.    During this period, international organisations have an wall 

contributed to these effort* through th« formulation of guidelines and 

criteria for tha «valuation and apnroval of technology tranafar and foreign 

investment pronosals. 

Snecifie agencies with tha neoessary authority and governmental support 

were also craatad to streamline licensing procedures and for th« acauisition 

of foreign technologies in terms and conditions satisfactory to their own 

economies.    At nresent, th«r« are fifteen developing countries that hav« 

ocouirod experience in this area and have become batter preparad to d«al^> 

with the complexities of international licensing and through this effort 

thev have developed systems to regulate tha acquisition of foreign 

technologies from foreign source«. 

Tha experience aoousnilatad to data serves as wall to oonfirm that la 

conjunction with regulatory policies there is a naad to evolva new orientation« 

and mechanisms in order that these offices oould become mora activa participants 

and promoters of technological development efforts.*/ 

U1TIK), in clos« consultation with various government a and other United 

Mations organisations, has considered tha naad for aaaasslng tha impact of 

existing technology tranafar polioiea via-a-vis tha strengthening of national 

technological capabilities and the development of priority sactors within 
tha «ooncmy. 

In ord«r that other developing eountries oould also benefit from th« 

experience gained by the oountries participating at thia meeting, seme 

ef the oritieal issuee that relate to technological transactions are herein 

discussed and presented for consideration« 

•/   For a mors comprehensive and detailed review of the role and functions 
of technology regulation agencies in technological development 
sse Agenda Item II document. 

^L.J 
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Por iht examination of the«« basic issues, it i« important to 

differentiate between three oatefories of technology contráctil 

1.      Contractu involving industrial proparty rightsf 

2»      Contracts related to various kinds of technical services and 

uMnacerittl assistance} 

3.      Technology contracts of a composite nature.(These account for the 
large part oí technology contracts entered with developing countries). 

il.    Mil? CWäHlflATI'JF? MITM fQÊOkML TO carraaora ça 
ü>jFíuumu2j^i9i^iFEyj^í.^^mwFJí^ 

Industrial Property flights - Patents and Trade harks 
Patent licsnce agreement* generally relate to a specific proesss 

equipment or to ths manufacture of a ffiven product.    This could includa 

• certain typ« of equipment whose essential slsmsnt is patented;    or it 

eould also be the refinement of a process which makes an existing product 

«ore salable.    Sometime« it relates to a specific process or method of 

Manufacture such as metal finishing,to achieve a more functional  surface 

quality! or for example eould also include a method of a more economical 

way to obtain a certain synthetic material. 

The question of patents in technolojQr lioenc« agreement« require« 

very careful consideration.   Patents can be of great significance in 

agreements relatin? to tränet er of manufacturing teohnolo >y and those 

relating to composite know-how where patents in respect of process 

engineering and the like may be involved.    In many cases,  such an 

agreement may become necessary if the manufacturing technology is oovered 

by a patent in the country concerned,    licensees should always take the 

following aspeots of patents into full amount s 

1*      The licensor should «tipulat« in the agreement that manufacturing 

right« in respeot of all or any patent« relating to the technology are 

transferred to the lioen«««.   A list of «uch patent« should be annex«! 

to the agreement, but the stipulation should eover all patents relating 

to the technology, which may or may not be listed.    It may be useful for 

the lieeneee to sat i «f y himeelf also that the patent« listed do, in fact, 

pertain to the technology, a« the total number of patent« involved la 

eaa affect the eo«t of the teohnologyi 

U-  J 
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2.      The «mènent ohould provide that, if ft now technology it patented 

by th« licensor during th« period of th« agroen«ntt th« licensee 

«ill be entitled to UM itf 

3*      Where th« lift of « patent «stand« beyond th« period of th« agrismont, 

th« agreement should either provide for not exercising of the liceaeor*« 

patent rights for the balanee of euch life or should oreeoribe th« 

to.covar euch a pariod* 

It ia aleo deoirable to incorporate in the agreement olausee 

concerning the infringement of third-party natent richte.    For the licen««« 

it i« important to be adequately protected in reepeet oí peeeiblo patent 

infringementa. 

aero, aaeoifioally we could refer to the criteria presently followed 

by various eountri«« in the examinât i on of patent lioence agreements. 

In this oonmsxion it ia essential to ooneider the existenoe and aoope 

of industrial property legislation a« it relates to the various types of 

patents that nay be covered, such aa (i) patents on inventions! 

(ii) patente on improvements;    and (iii) patente on industrial modele 

er designs. 

It is of equal importance to take into consideration the eoooe 

and duration granted for various pastante under the national law. 

Other provisión« relating to validity, exploitation and termination 

of patent« should ftlee be taken into aeoount. 

The general eriteria referred to above eoneieer among other taiaga 

the following! 

then «he oontraet relate« te a patent that ha« »ten r««ja««t«d 

but not yet grant«« by th« industrial property offioet    any payment 

for this eonoept will be conditioned to the frartiif of this patent. 

Vhen the oontraet oovere payment e for the right to uaa Nvml 

patents, it is important to determine the duration of all of them 

and to differentiate the eo-oalled baaie or seoondary patentât 

It i« aloe important to d«t«rmin« wh«th«r or not th« patented 

ia being «aod ia th« manufaeturing proeoeei 

u. 
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- It i s imoortmit to d«t«rmin« th« d«rree of exploitation of th« 

natentt» involved in th« "territory" Tant ed undtr th« contract | 

- Th« national office mav insist that any nossibl« infringement on 

licensor patent rights by a third narty shall he the noie 

reerxwifability of the licensor) 

Contractual  orovisions limitin/» the "field of UM of a patent" 

in an unjustified manner cannot b« accented! 

•        Th« licensor sl.ould be responsible to defray all expenses 

related to the registration and maintenanc« of it« n«t«nt« 

in th« d«v«1oninr countrv concerned* 

A tr%i«-*iark licence is normally dealt with in document« other 

than those covering natents and know-how, and generally relate« to a 

reentered and well «stablif>h«d proprietary   identification and can 

be acquired by a recipient firm, with or without a patent lic«nc« or 

a know—how s.¿.T««in«nt • 

Th« question of trad« mark« in technology lio«nc« agreement« i« a« 

important a« that of patent««    It may b« n«c«««ary to acquire certain 

technology in order to obtain th« un« of th« trad« mark whi'-h may hav« 

oon«id«rabl« impact on th« marketability of nroducti in the domestic 

market and abroad*    Th« agr««m«nt «hould provid« that th« liocn««« 

may ue« th« licensor's trad« mark« whenever n«o«««ary*    If th« un« of 

a trad« mark «xpands th« market for a lioenaor*« produot, th« lio«n«or 

benefit«*   A foreign trad« mark should often b« u««d jointly with a local 

trad« mark rather than alon«, in which cas« it i« also desirable to 

state that th« produet is manufactured under lioano« from th« lic«n«or 

concerned*   This procedure helps to build up gradually the nam« and 

T roduot of th« local manufacturer «o that when the agreement expire« and 

the forviai trad« mark oan no longer be used, manufacture can oontinu« 

under the local trade mark alone*    Whan it is oon«id«r«d essential to 

continu« using a foreign trade mark either for renerai «alas or mor« 

oartioularly for «port«, a r«n«wal of th« agr««m«nt may beoom« 

a«c«««ary on this groumd alone» 
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Kore enecifie consideration« concerni»* the UM of tr«l« nark* in a 
developing country could inelude th« following 

It mi*>ht become eeeential to gradually reduce th« UM of a 

foreign trad« mark in th« dan« ut in market of a dev*lo»in« country 

Th« trart« »ark hau not y«t been established in th« country} 

It« imnect on th« «al« of oroduot« im of Minor lignificane«» 

du« to th« tyo« of nroduot* or ««rvio«« involved« 

On th« other hand th« un« of n«w foreign trad« mark* any b« 
enoourajredt 

When th«M ar« considered important for th« «xoert of 

product* manufactured und«r lie«no«f 

When it brinca alón« a reoo*ni*ed technical nre«ti>»« 

and ia required under a nari i ou lar market situation. 

It ie important to nromote th« creation and development of 

th« r«elt>i«nt country»e otti trad« mark« in order to (gradually identify 

th« nroduot* hoth domeeticelly and internationally, aa nrodueta «aim» 

featured by a developing country enterpriee 

When a liceneor doe« not participate in the oapital of the 

recipient eempanyt payment• for the uee of trademark* ahould 
be maintained a* low aa pooeible* 

la many developing oountriee no payment for the u«« of a 

trad« mark ia authoriied when the licence« ia a wholly 
oabeidiary of liceneor. 
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TiCtoiol Services «d Managerial Assistance 

Under this heading we could discuss the type of contract« that 

cover specific technical services to be provided by the foreign enterprise. 

Where the technology contract extends beyond the area of aanufacturinf 

technology such as preparation of detail project reports, assistance in procuring 

machinery and équipaient,    engineering services of various kinds, etc. 

the type and duration of such a contract will be different      and normally 

such services could be dealt with separately. 

Sven in respect of technology contracts, covering basic know-how, 

there are certain technical services that say be required by the recipient 

enterprise and these can be considered under 3 different headings! 

Training programes for licensee's facilities} 

Specific technical services to be performed at    licensor's facilities; 

•     Technical experts to be provided by licensor to licensee*« 

plant during the period of the agreement. 

In the area of training it will be desirable to clearly describe in the 

agreement the type of personnel to be trained at the specific fields 

of training,   for the recipient developing oountry, it would be iaportant 

to have local personnel adequately trained in the essential aspects of the 

production technology involved and to ensure   that «pecifio provisions 

to this effect are included in the agreement. 

In respect to those services to be covered at the licensor's «ni, 

the««   would nomaily relate to preparation of drawing«, «peoifioation«, 

tender documente and other related «at«rial required for the execution 

of this project. This document, normally i« submitted separately fro» 

the technological information related to the prooee« know-how. Usually, 

the oost of these specific teohnioal servie«« will bo ealealated on the 

basis of   hourly or daily ratee. 
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With regard to management contracts ¿t has been found that these 

agreements have  beun used öxtentuvoly in  technology transactions with 

developing countries. The scope and nature of these Bervicea vary 

considerably,   but  it  in to be noted that  in many instances management 

contracte with foreign enterprises have enabled them to acquire a 

great deal of responsibility and involvement  in the decision-making 

process and frequently managerial assistance has been the feature of 

many agreements between a parent company and a wholly-owned subsidiary. 

From the viow point of a developing country management  contracts 

would have to  be considered as a short-term assistance,  during which 

time local personnel acquires the necessary skill to take over specific 

management functions.  In this connection it  is important to ensure 

tnat the interests of the recipient enterprise and of the hoot country 

are adequately represented and effectively    participate in  basic 

corporate decisions,  particularly in re Latiori to investment, production, 

recruitment and marketing. 

The aspect of        determining   management services should be linked, 

as fur as possible,  to profitability, although it may be stated    us a 

specific fact for the supply of these services. As already mentioned, 

what is essential    would be to derive fro« these      services adequate 

training for the local personnel to acquir« direct responsibility in 

specific areas. 

It may be pertinent at this stage to discuss som« of the policies 

and guideline« currently followed by various developing countries 

concerning the approval of technical assistane« and managerial contract«. 

Some countries have looked at this problem by identifying spscifio»lly 

the type of technical services and managerial assistano« in the following 

mannert 

U- 
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Tt9fìfìl9tl jftrrlw 

(i) Pre-inventaient  étudiât) 

(ìi) Technical assistance ior the parcha»« ol' equipment) 

(iii) Technical useiaiance in th« erection and fcmtallation of 

planta) 

tiv) Plant atart upj 

(v) Training of taohnical peraonnel in the above arcai. 

k.    ttff|1,fflt¿ oftaje 

(i) Aaaiatanoa in the purchase of apar«!, ran materials, 

parta, etc.) 

(il) Quality control) 

(iii) Aaaiatanct in the operation of the plant including repair 

and maintenance, preduction    efficiency and others) 

tiv) Technical aervicea to clienta) 

(v) Technical improvements of proceaaea and producta| 

(vi) Training of technician» in licensor'» or licensee's plant* 

In oonnection with the above, government agencie»   aia 

at eneuring the followingi 

- that the contract clearly apeoifies the various servioes involved 

and the corresponding payment for them, in a separate manner) 

- to determine the time required to efficiently cover the various 

servi ees in the p re-ope rational phase ) 

- a definition of the scope of technical assistance to se obtained 

in the operational phase) 
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*    to évUmlJM    the reJationship between ih« kind of assi stane« to 

be supplied by licensor and the complexity of the manufacturing 

process in its various phaeouj 

- the degree of technical change in the sector of induotry in questioni 

- the technical  capability of licensee. 

Managerial assiatano 

The kind and scope of these services will greatly depend on the 

functions to be covered.  In general terms, these services are obtained 

over a limited period of time} covering among others, the following 

aspects l 

(i) Planning ana programing) 

(ii) Hesearch and developaent activities! 

(iii) Inventory control and accounting| 

(iv) Financing and purchasing| 

(v) Promotion and marketing. 

Managerial or administrative services have to be evaluated in 

consideration of the followingi 

(i) The sector in which they are applied! 

(ii) The requirement o of the recipient party! 

(iii) The type and scope of the 

In this context the following should be considered I 

(i) k definition of the different services involved! 

(ii) The provision for training programmes In order   that the 

various functions can gradually be covered by licensee's staffi 

(iii) Payments for this concept shall be viewed in relation with 

the economic benefits to the recipient company! 

(iv) The responsibility and functions of licensor should be 

clearly delineated. 
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C. flUIC WN.aD¿J(ATiütU Wh THJ ¿VALUATION OF TBCHUOLUOT COtiTRAlTS 
OP A CüKPOülTE NATURE      . 
background Infonnation 

T e «cnoritnc« gained serves to confirm that tht SCODO and natura of 

the technological requirements of developing countries extend beyond the 

•pacific transfer of patented or unpatented teohnolo£ien which, in turn, 

implies a greater in' olvement of the «unplier of technology in the 

planning and execution of industrial project«. 

The decree of involvement of the foreign enterprise has bean 

an i s eue that  so far has not been treated in a systematic and com- 

pre hen ni ve manner*    A methodological apnroach if most needed to 

adequately co-ordinate national effort« towards arriving at a 

olearer definition of tha technological retirement* to be satisfied 

and a batter understanding of the technical objectives that ara being 

pursued• 

Technology contracts between entomrisos in industrialised 

countries are usually linked to the transfer of specific know-how 

and technology (either patented or secretly held) with a considerable 

level of knowledge and expertise on tha part of the recipient*    As 

already said, technology oontract» with developing oountries are 

Much broader in nature and scone. 

These broader technological requirements include in most canes 

the transfer of "comoosite know-how" covering all or several of vhe 

stages concerning the planning and execution of an industrial project* 

This is because the renerai level of knowledge and expérience of the 

recipient enterprise in a developing country is usually lower, and 

consequently the transfer of any npeoifio process or product * 

technology would have to be associated with various kinds of 

technical assistance* 

These different typas of technical assistance, and nenaferial 

requirements can be broadly divided into four main areasl 

(i)    Tha pre-investment  stage of a projectl 

—    A feasibility study - which should incraasinfly be dene by 

local organi cat ions | 

-   A detailed project resort (VI) deal in* with all the major 

technical and economic aspects   of the project. 
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(lijBasic and eirt»iltd engineering    includine preparation of 

Machinery specifications!    niant deairnnt    factory layout| 

•te.    Thin could alno ine lud« the ••lantion and ordering of 

machinery!    inspection of effuipmentj    factory construction 

and traction and inatall ati on of «quiornant. 

(iii)»roduct or process technolo -y comnrisin    «Pacific manufacturing 

techniques and expertise,  und ineludinr onerati•»- manuals ate* 

and covering all confidant i al information related to tha 

manufacturing tachnolo^. 

(iv)Tha poat - installation sta/t of m antaroriaa and technical 

service* ralatad to tha working of a niant.    This incluras 

training Programmes for local naraonnal aa wall sa assistance 

in management operations, marketing and distribution. 

Although thaje starts ovarian, it in nacaarary to dalinaata and dai'ino 

tha various functions and reaponeibilities at each stara. 
procese of Selection of Technology 

Tla aatablishaiant of manufacturing enterprises in davalooinr countries 

frequently raquiraa foreign technological expertise at mora than ona of 

these staees.    Even feasibility studies have to be done fay foreign agencies 

in many casea, while basic en"ineerinr service* ¡«nd aven relatively con- 

ventional process technology must usually be obtained from abroad.    At 

tha construction atare alao, local axoertiae is often nonexistent, and 

niant and equipment are installed by foreigners. 

The role of the euppliers of technology may» therefore, vary, depending 

en the nature of the proceas technology and tha type of eervieee required 

at each of tha above «went i on ed atajea.   Accordingly, the definition of tha 

teohnolorical requirementa at tha level of the recipient develoninr 

oountry ia a natter that deaervea our utmoet attention. 

Although in aoate developing eountriea the exnerienoe to evaluate 

alternative technological ootions already exiata, it ia alao evident 

that theae capabilities have, ao far, not been utilized to the fulleet 

extant.   Part of the problem liea in the fact that no co-ordination 

Mieta for the uee of national capabilities and information meehaniama, 

that could support and eahance the deo i ai onnaaki nr, procesa for the 

aeleotion and apolioation of foreign technologiea. 

U. 
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,»ot with-tcAiiuiug the above,  it  iu postùblù to report areas oí' 

promeus wnich ¿;ovenuiont institutions have auccesafully covered, 

buch  *u tnat ol   Btrongtnening the negotiating capabilities of recipient 

untorprisos in developing eountrieu. These efforts hive resulted 

in  uic  elimination ol  restrictive business practices irom contractual 

agruewentu anu also in the reduction of payments for technology, 

in  tnic connection,  several countries nave gained substantial experience 

in dealing with the evaluation of tocimolo^y contractu from tho legal 

anu    economic pointa of view.  However, with a few exemptions, these 

govenunont institutions have not been in n position to undertake a thorough 

evaluation 01  projects in the te cimological  sense. 

ifif?ttffl yf Tftiioloflr 

The issue of selecting the moot adecúate or appropriate technology 

in response to anecii'ic requirements in xhe country    utili    deserves 

greater attention on the part of government agencies, and that of 

international organizations. 

iiome of the main considerations in this area include! 

•    The relationship of the technology with locally available or 

potentially available inputs. 

- The relationship of the technology with present and future 

markot demands. 

- The nature of the technology in terns of sofisticati«! and économies 

of scale. 

With a few exceptions production technology for most categories of 

products can generally be acquired from more than one source. In such 

selection, the recipient enterprise needs to determine the relationship 

of the technology with locally available or potentially available inputs, 
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déterminé the relationship of the tequio logy with present and future 

market demand and define the nature and type oí technology required in 

tirai of capital resource«. 

It  1B also necessary to link technology, as fai' as pousioie with 

available raw materials and local skills.  Often,  foreign technology 

is accoMpaniea by a substantial ana continuing importation of components, 

parts or processed raw materials. To the extent that alternative technologies 

art» available which would utilize domestic materials moro fuiiy,   including 

industrial raw materials,  the latter should  be preferrea. This  ìB 

particularly so in industrial sectors such as chemicals,  including drugs 

and pharmaceuticals,  though it has equal  relevance  in engineering industrie* 

in rennoot of the supply of components. The  increasing use of  local  skills 

is   justifie' from the viewpoint of generating and maximizing local 

employment and also for effective absorption of imported know-how 

within the period of agreement.  It  is also necessary to  linx. the type 

of technology to be acquired with the utage of industrial  growth and 

with the extent of employment that  can be generated without  affecting 

efficiency of production. 

Selection of Licensor 

- Apart from the selection of the most appropriate technology, it is also 

of importance to select the most suitable licensor.  It  is initially 

necessary to search for suitable licensors from those in possession of  a 

particular technology. Once various possibilities have been drawn up, 

the main issues to be examined in selecting potential suppliers of 

technology and know-how, prior to negotiations    regarding    technology 

acquisition, aret 

(i)    adéquat« information regarding manufacturing and other 

industrial activities of potential licensors! 

(ii)    description of alternative manufacturing technology and/or 

processi 
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(iii)    detailed information on the typ« of know-how and relatad 

patent«; for alternative  techniques; 

(iv)    information regarding the licensing history of the procese 

or product tor which Know-how is to DO acquired; 

(v)    requirements of materials  (intermediate products and/or 

component») required in the process; 

(vi)    necessary information for detnrmination of manufacturing 

coste in the recipient  enterprise. 

Very few developing countries have successfully engaged   in the 

selection, among various alternatives, of the foreign supplier of the 

technology. There are, however,  available experiences that  demonstrate 

that it  ic feasible to conduct a systematic search of technology suppliers 

at  leact   in nome of the priority sectors of the conomy  . ThiR is an area 

where international organizations could assist  through the development 

of information niccnaniums and communication networks. 

aelec*ion of Potential Licensees 

In considering the futuro role of the national offices of technology 

transfer it can be    foreseen that in promoting the application and development 

of national technological capabilities these offices would have to undertake 

a selective approach for the identification of the most suitable licensees 

or recipients of technology at the national level. This could be accomplished 

over a certain period of time on the basis that national agencies will      be 

in    a position to identify future technological requirements through 

a close    co-operation with technical institutions, engineering and 

consultancy firms and selected R+D departments. However, the conventional 

aim of import substitution policies should not necessarily serve this 

purpose. 

J 
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Contractual Provi•ion» 

At already mentioned, a substantia*! amount of progress haa been 

achieved by government agencies in tha introduction of specific guidelines 

and criteria for tha examination of contractual agreements. 

Intarnational organisations including UMIDO and HIPO have 

aleo contributed in the preparation of guideline« for developing countries 

in this area. On a «ore general  level, the debate,under the auspices 

of UNCTAD, towards the establishment of a code of conduct for the transfer 

of technology contributed in what say be called, the educational level. 

Nevertheless, the aost important experience aaerges fresi the practical 

work and empirical data accumulated at the level of the developing 

countries themselves. 

It is not the intention within the context of this paper to restate 

what has already been covered through these efforts. Nevertheless, the 

UMIDO Secretariat wishes to submit that a meeting of government officials 

that have responsibility in thess areas could help    in    bringing up-to-date 

these initiatives and in providing    nsw enlightment as to oritical issues 

that | so far, have not been covered in a comprehensive manner* 
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Issues pertaining to confidentiality in contractual agreements 

deserve to be considered at two different levelet 

(i)    the recipient enterprise in the developing country» 

(ii)   the overall interest of the developing country. 

With respect to the recipient enterprise) the issue of confidentiality 

largely relates to specific provisions in the technology contract» 

whereas with respect to the recipient developing country the issues 

relate primarily to the question of sharing and disseminating information 

and experience with the objective of broading the area of technological 

choice, know-how and expertise about the acquisition of foreign technologies 

in various production sectors. 

A confidentiality provision with respect to the recipient enterprise 

implies that the technological know-how and information disclosed shall 

continue to be the property of the foreign supplier even to the extent 

that the know-how under consideration cannot be exploited after the 

expiration of the agressent or outside the field of use so defined , or 

even of the territory agreed upon between the parties. 

The issue of confidentiality could also imply that the know-how 

cannot be freely communicated to third parties and furthermore, oould extend 

to contractual obligations for the recipient enterprise and its employees 

to prevent and saveguard the use of this information. 

All or some of the above issues oould be in direct conflict with 

the developing country's interest for self-explanatory reason*. 
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The UNIDO Secretariat is of the opinion that the issue of confidentiality 

deserves further ¡Attention and analysis fro« the part of government 

agencies and international organisation* in order to properly define 

the scope and duration as wall as the soeoial statm and protection that 

. non-patented know-how deserves. 

This is particularly relevant in view of the fact that although 

non-patented know-how cannot obtain legal Monopoly protection the 

suppliers of technology have de facto managed to unduly   use that 

knowledge as a lever to impose obligations,  restrictions and controls 

upon the use of this knowledge, through technology contracts. 

A separate issue related to the obligation of confidentiality 

on the part of the recipient company, is that hinders and becomes an obstacle 

on   efforts of co-operation among developing countries, including 

policy objectives for regional integration. 

Case history demonstrates that practical difficulties exist 

in dealing with the issue of confidentiality! and that by introducing 

time limitations on sdcrecy obligations other problems do arise,  such 

as that of ensuring that the recipient company could have access to 

technological improvements developed by licensor during the life of the agreement* 

Several developing countries have tried to overcome these difficulties 

but no conclusive results as to the effectiveness of these measures are 

yet known. 

This is an area where a co-ordinated effort fros the part of all 

developing countries   is most needed, and where international organisations 

shotted promote research and study. 

v*- „^ 
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iNwwrtltffi «4 frinirti fw TttìiwlYmT 

Iterine the last few y tari substantial progress hat bt« achieved 

by a nuaber of develop inj countries with regard to the i «au« of 

t «olino lofi cal remuneration through contracta. 

The work of government agencies has proved to be highly beneficial 

in dealing with this subject and has succeeded in achieving important 

savings on the cost of foreign technologies.    Various initiât iva« fron the 

part of international organisations have also helped in formulating guidelines 
and criteria. 

Within the oontext of this papar we will not discuss in close 

detail the already established oriteria or negotiation strategia« 

for dealing with this issue\ however, it is felt that through an exchange 

of views and experiences «song governaent experts, further understanding 

can be reached on the advantages and implications resulting fros the 
reduction of payments for technology. 

If we agree that the question of payments is primarily dependant on the 

technological know-how and   the expeoted contribution from the foreign 

supplier, it becomes imperativ« for the developing country to acquire 

th« oapability for assessing the technological content of a particular 
transact ion. 

It is not sufficient to have general knowledge as to what would be th« 

"on-going international prioe" in relation to specific technologies 

but rather to be in a position to determine the worth of the technology 

vis-a-vis the recipient oompany and the national economy. Accordingly, 

the emphasis should be in ensuring the maximum benefit that is to be 

derived from a particular transaction rather than the sere reductions 

of payments to the foreign supplier. On th« other hand, th« oono«pt 

of a Mfair return", as viewed by the supplier himself could also   b« a 

misleading oonocpt for the government agency   wishing to oontrol the 
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cost of technology. As it na« been demonstrated in practice, an 

excessive reduction of payment couid also imply a lasier commitment 

or «unsatisfactory contribution fro« the supplier»« «ide| and could 

give rise to a negative attitude towards maintaining the recipient company 

well informed and up-to-date in the technological field. 

Another implication of an excessive reduction of payment will 

be that the services to be rendered and the type of personnel assigned 

by the supplier to a particular project could not be the optimum. 

On the other hand, the government agency should also exercise 

a great deal of surveillance and initiative as to the manner in which 

substantial savings by the recipient company could be properly utilised! 

this is u matter that relates to a situation whereby, through government 

efforts,  in the renegotiation of existing contracts important  savings 

are obtained sometimes in the order of thousands or millions of 

dollars,  would these monies be channels* in technological activities 

such as allocation of resources for research and development work 

at the enterprise level?, Could these savings serve to make a product 

less expensive for the benefit    of the consumer?, Or is this added 

benrfit to be considered as an aaued or as an extra-profit for the recipient 

firm?   etc.    These important questions also emphasize the need to evolve 

policy guidelines geared to orient the proper allocation of resource« 

in the technological field. 

In the absence of « comprehensive     policy framework and specif io 

machinery to centralise the purchase of technology into a given country 

(as 1« the case    of most of the developing countries) the existing mechanisms 

would have to respond to the rather imperfect market for technologic« 

at the international level. Substantial progress is expected through 

th« enhancement of national technological capabilities for the identification 

and selection of appropriate technologies and in particular through the 
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strengthening oi  information systems for the   Identification of technological 

alternatives and relevant information on tne terns and conditions of 

contractt> alre;»uy approved by other developing countries. 

Preliminary investigations conducted by UNIDU in oelected sectors 

oí industry conclusively indicate the disparities that  exist on 

Payments charged to different countries on opeciiic itene.  For instance, 

diily fees for Services of expatriates in sofisticai ed and large investment 

projects   vary between  1U0 - i>OU ^ as charged by the same  supplier of 

technology  (i.e. UOl' versus Mexico and üaudi Arabia). 

Another important aspect that  requires further attention  is the one 

that  relates to remuneration for training purposes.  By and large, technological 

contracta lack precision concerning the provision of training programmes and 

vezy often this subject is only treated in a very   general   manner. This 

relates to the identification of suitable training programmes in the planning 

and execution of industrial projects,  and government agencies should 

exorcice a higher degree of control to ensure that specific provisions for 

the training of peraormel, are incorporated, including the training of 

licensees personnel  at  licensor*s facilities.  Selectivity  íB required in 

view of the fact that this may involve higher costs and careful planning 

from the part of the recipient enterprise. 

Unce the nature of technology and technological assistance has been 

defined, the remuneration of technology is one of the most important element* to 

be negotiated. Where a lioence agreement  is accompanied by capital participation, 

the extent of such participation should be taken into account in determining 

the overall payment for technology. Foreign investors argue that the two 

issues of returns on investment and payment for   technology and know-how 

should be viewed independently. While this argument may have certain 

validity, it is necessary to evaluate the overall benefit« and returns 

accruing to a licensor who is also an equity shareholder. While no hard 

and fast rules can be laid down, technology payments should be correspondingly 

lower with the degree of accompanying foreign investment. Thus, in the cam« of a 

wholly-owned subsidiary, there may be little justification for any payment 

for technology. Correspondingly, remuneration for technology and know-how 

U-- 
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could be higher lor * licence agreement with no equity participation. 

Technology payments normally tend to take the form of (i) a fixed 

lump suo fee;  (ii) a running royalty and (iii) a combination of a lump sun 

fee and a running royalty for a period of time.  The payment for specific 

technicaJ   services should be  considered separately for each item of such 

services.  Lump sum payments are generally applicable  in cuses where  the 

know-how can be fully and completely transferred  in a specified period 

of time. This usually relates to contracts where no continuing support 

or assistance from the licensor is required. The more common form of payment 

is that of percentage royalty,  usually related to the net uales value, 

though    sometimes to production.  In such cases,  it  is necessary that the 

value of imported intermediate    products and components íB deducted 

from the sales value used for royalty computation so that only 

the value-added is taken into account, sometimes, royalty is sought 

to be calculated on production,  in whicn case also only the value-added 

should be assessed for royalty. Two alternative approaches can • .1 no 

be considered, viz (i)  linking royalty with unit production cost    and 

(ii) calculating royalty as a percentage of profits. 

In a number of licence agreements,  technology payments are a combination 

of lump uum fees and a royslV  percentage. The former is often treated aither 

as M initial       payment for basic documentation while the royalty is linked 

with production know-how.  Where there is a royalty ceiling or where the 

duration of the agreement is for a short period (up to three years or so), 

the lump sun fee insisted on by licensors tends to be correspondingly higher. 

Ultimately,  in determining the technolgy payment, the overall figure has 

to be considered.  It is not practicable to formulate any unifora principles 

as to the size of the lump sum fee or the rate of royalty (except that such 

rate should not exceed ;» except in vory exceptional circumstances) and this 

has to be negotiated on a case to case basis but what is essential  is that 

the lioensee should be fully aware of the implications and impact of such 

payments on the production structure of his enterprise and should also be 

aware, to the extent possible, of royalty payments in the same sector and for 

similar know-how asked for by alternative technology suppliers, either in 
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th« same country or in other countries.  It is only when the 1 icen »«e 

is armed with such information and knowledge that he can best ensure 

that the licence payment is, by and large,  in accordance with the Market 

value l'or a particular procese or know-how. 

Duration    of   Agreements 

An issue closely linked with the remuneration for technology 

is that of duration of contracts. The duration of the agreement 

would have to  be carefully defined at the initial  stages of 

negotiations taking into account training and other related programaras. 

Proa the practical point if view the duration of the contract should never 

be shorter than the time required to fully absorb the know-how under 

consideration)   in other words, the duration is closely related to the type 

of procoss or technological know-how in question. The basic rational 

ana criteria for establishing the most adequate duration of contracts 

hau already been covered through various pubi i cat ione of UNIDO and other 

international agencies and perhaps more important specific criteria 

to deal with this issue already exist at the level of government agencies 

in leverai developing countries.  In this connection, several countries 

have established, through legislative or administrative measures, 

maximum perioda of duration of technology contracts. 

What ham to be furthermore studied is the important role that 

government agencies have to play in the monitoring of contract 

execution during the period of the agreement and particularly on the 

question of the absorption and adaptation of technology at the enterprise 

and the national leveli. 

An area that offers great potential for the strengthening of national 

mechanisms in this area is that of a systematic and continuous review 

of the use of foreign technologies in productive activities. This is an arsa in 

which a great deal of work is still to be initiated   and where international 

organisations will be required to support national efforts. 

The duration of contracts is also influenced by the existenoe 

of industrial property rights in technological agreements requiring 

as well a consistent criteria vis-a-vis technology transfer policies 

and those in the field of industrial property. 

U- 
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In actual practice it has been demonstrated that in the context 

of »any developing countries, there are built-in constraints for the 

proper co-ordination of the work of technology transfer agencies and 

industrial property offices, and one cannot an nume a Bimplistic attitude 

in dealing with this important question. 

In thiB connection it appears to be important that at the level 

of international organizations proper co-ordination should also be 

developed between the World Intellectual Property Organisation and 

adequate co-ordination in the implementation of „echnical assistance 

projects between WIPO and other UN organisations. 

In connection with this issue UNIIX) has an ongoing programme whereby 

information will  be made available to government agencies with 

regard to the duration of contracts that had been approved by fifteen 

developing countries in specifio sectors. 

AQOtH to Improvement, and Ormnt-back Prcvi.in». 

Through the examination of a large number of oontracts entered 

with developing countries it has been found that grant-back provisions 

have been introduced requiring the recipient company to assign-back 

to the licensor any new patents,  improvements or the result of technical 

developments, achieved by the licensee during the life of the agressent 

The analysis of grant-back provisions can be divided into three parisi 

1.    Provisions in which the licensee is obliged to infoi« licensor of 

mil the knowledge «rwl «gperienoe which licensee has acquired in 

oomeetion with the goods and services covered by the oontract. 
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'¿.   Proviaiunu that oblige licensee to assign the  rights 

(patent rights or rights arising i rom application tiiereof) 

related to ¿my improvement,  invention or application oí' 

inventions which the licensee has made. 

J.    Provisions that oblige licensee to grant to licensor a licence 

on any improvement,  invention, or application of invention which 

the  licensee has made. 

The basic criteria followed by aiuny developing countries consider 

that these provisions may not work against the interest of  the enterprise 

or the developing country, if the supplier of technology is placed under 

the same kind of obligations and if the obligations of the supplier 

and the recipient company are properly balanced in nature.    Furthermore, 

these criteria also     consider that the obligations of the parties are 

"properly balanced    in nature" if the obligations to    both parties 

are similar in kind and    established under reciprocal basis in relation 

toi 

- royalty payments; 

- duration of said       obligation} 

- the territory in which improvementk will be exploited by either 

party | 

the degree of exclusivity applied to either party. 

Grant-back provisions are closely related and can haves» éeteraiaàat 

effect on the access to technological improvements by the recipient developing 

country. This is a most important issue and needs to be   specifically 

provided for in any technology    contract.    In this connection it is 

necessary that a clear understanding between the two parties exist as 

to what is to constitute a fohmsUgioal iaarove««nt. 

.J 
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In general, innovations or improvements which art introduced 

in the operations of the licensor should be made available to the 

licensee during the life of the agreement.  In special cases important 

technological improvements that could be considered    & "break-through" 

may require a special negotiation in order for    either party to 

obtain access to them. 

However,      it its essential in establishing a provision for 

the reciprocal exchange of information on improvements, to differentiate 

betwoen the various types of suppliers of technology» f.i., a recipient 

company in a developing country could derive   more      benefits when the 

technology contract is entered with an operating company    other than 

un engineering firm or a consultancy organisation. 

It is also advisable to secure the right of access to technological 

developments achieved by licensor even in the event    that he does not 

consider this to be benefitial in its own operations. 

With regard to industrial property matters'«it is necessary that the 

recipient company should obtain the right to use patented techniques 

including the right to use new patent applications as well as registered 

patents.MThe filing of a patent on any improvement achieved by the recipient 

company should be the prerogative of the licensee and under normal 

conditions the title of ownership should be that of the licensee. 

Tie-in Provisions 

Tie-in provisions imply the requirement on the part of the 

recipient enterprise who wishes to acquire certain technology or goods 

from the supplier (licensor) to also purchase    other products from the 

licensor. 

-..i it' 
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Such clause8 are often considered a violation to various antitrust 

legislations, f.  ex. the Clayton Act, Section 3 focuses attention 

on the sale of cosmodities "patented or unpatented for use, consumption, 

or Bale Mithin the United States". On the other hand the Sherman Act 

can be applied to sales outside the United States and it may be 

construed to be a violation where the United States'  commerce might 

be affected. 

The general criteria is that tie-in clauses are unreasonable 

whenever a party has sufficient economic power with respect to the tying 

product to appreciably restrain free competition in the market for the 

tied product. The legality of this is usually established when the tying 

product  is patented, however, when no patent is involved but only a 

;rade secret or process know-how, this requirement may be harder to 

prove. Additionally, there are precedents for regarding a technology licence 

in itself as a "tying product" upon which the licensor has economic power. 

Through national  legislation in many developing countries tying clauses 

are per se   not acceptable. But in practice, there may be some exceptions 

to that rule, in cases where there is a need for the tie-in product if this 

is considered to  be essential to the protection of the patentee, or 

for the functioning of the patent itself. The experience of some countries 

chow» that in the majority of cases it is possible to eliminate tie-in 

provisions from the contract. However, the elimination of a contractual 

provision may in itself not be sufficient to prevent a wholly owned 

subsidiary or a licensee with a majority foreign participation to de-faoto 

exeroise this requirement. 

The question of tie-in clauses relating to the supply of intermediate 

products or components exclusively from the licensor has been the focus 

of considerable attention and the question of «transfer pricing* has 

figured prominently in recent literature.  It is obvious that tie-in 

olauses may not be desirable and could constitute a serious disadvantage 

to the liomnsee. However, in practice, a licensee usually looks at the 
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licensor as a convenient  source lor the supply of intermediates 

and components. What has to be ensured is that tho pricing of such 

componente anu intermediate products is not unreasonably high. 

From the point of view of a, developing countiy there is a need to 

ensure that domestic manufacture is utilised to the maximum extent, on an 

economical and commercial basis. This would reuuee the magnitude of the 

problem and would avoid a coraaon tendency on tho part of licensors, 

especially in the field of engineering products to  Limit domestic 

manufacture in developing countries to assembly or semi-assembly operations 

for uxessively long periods. However,  even where an acceptable programe of 

domestic integration is    defined, the problem of pricing of imported components 

and materials remains and negotiations in this regura could centre around 

certain specific aspects!   (i)  in respect of intermediate producís ana components 

bought out  by licensors, the cost to the licensor plus any handling chargea 

may   be applied and such a provision is generally acceptable;   (ii) where 

components are manufactured by licensor, the cost of sucn caaponente should 

oe the cost at which the components are priced in the next stage of 

production in the licensor^ plant plus any handling and other costs that 

may be involved.    Licensors would not normally be willing to open their 

accounts to licensees. The solution in terms of the contract provisions 

can perhaps be that  (a) tho licensee shall be free to obtain Buch items from 

any source, and that if the licensor supplies such products and components, 

he shall (b) supply such items at internationally competitive prices and 

(c) he shall accord a most favoured licensee treatment to licensees fro« 

developing countries. 
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Territorial destructions 

National  legislation or specific policy guidelines in several 

developing countries,  do not allow territorial restrictions on the part of 

recipient enterprises unless certain limitations on exports do not work 

against the overall interest of the economy. 

Case history demonstrates that there is a need for flexibility in this 

area, and that a sound criteria will be to eliminate any contractual provision 

that affects the possibilities of growth of the recipient enterprise or the 

overall external policy of the country.    On the other hand,   it should be 

noted that by simply eliminating contractual provisions that  limit, condition 

or prohibit the export of licensed products,  the recipient country not 

necessarily will be in a position to increase its exports;     as this is 

basically governed  by economic and commercial consideration« that apply to 

the mternation»i market,   i.e.  cost, quality, delivery time,   etc. 

Under this  t;ne nf analysis a developing country trying to effectively 

regulate technology contracts should make an effort to ascertain what 

justifications could exißt for restrictions in this area and to determine 

as well how this would affect the economic viability of a project.    In 

this connection some relevant factors that may be considered in this 

respect are: 

- sise of the licensor's and licensee's enterprise; 

- the extent to which licensee is able to participate in the inter- 
national market; 

- the type of exclusivity involved; 

- the duration and scope of the agreement; 

- the type and cost of products, whether or not a cross- 
licensing is involved. 

The general criteria in various developing countries ia that the approval 

of a contract may be denied if: 

- it contains a total prohibition for exports; 

- it obliges the licensee not to export to certain geographical areas 
where the licensor has not granted exclusive rights for Manufacture 
or sales to third countries; 

- it establishes a ceiling concerning the volume of export sales; 

- it obliges the licensee to export only through the licensor to 
the detriment of licensee's successful Market ponotration in 
third countries; 
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Certain limitation* on exports may be accepted in can«» where: 

- the licensor has previously granted «elusivi manufacturing rights 
undsr a patent in a particular country; 

- the licensor is not authorised by legislation or deeree  in its own 
country to export directly or indirectly to certain geographic 
•reas; 

- a higher royalty on export sales is applied, but this contribute« 
to the balance of payments, or to the development of marketing 
activities abroad of products where a high local content ie 
involved. 

The developing countries should guard against practices whereby 

licensors apply methods of imposing territorial reetrictions without the 

existance of explicit clauses in licensing contracts,  for instance: 

(ij by not granting patent rights in licsnsor countries and by 

the risk of infringement suits; 

(iij by imposing prohibited higher royalties that would make 

uneconomic any export possibility; 

(niJ by restricting the field-of-use of a particular patsnt or know-how; 

thereby reducing the quality or specification or products. 
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Price Fixing 

Under .jititruat  laws price fixing provisions will, be considored 

not acceptable. Once a patentea product haß been sold, the producer 

citiinot l'ix resale prices, nor can the sales price of a unpatonted product 

resulting from a patented machine  be fixed by the patent holder. United 

states Case History shows that certain restrictions of this kind might 

bo   accepted if applied in a reasonable manner and for the purpose of 

protecting the patent holder's profits, that could rightfully be 

expected to derive from the patent monopoly. 

In connection with price fixing provisions, a developing country 

ahoulu carefully assena the economic implications to the local company 

or companies operating in the same sector. In this connection it should 

bo kept    in mind that manufacturing coats in the developing countries 

aiv generally hignor than in industrialized countries} additionally, 

tnere are other economic considerations that go beyond the control of 

the recipient company, Buch as higher costs of raw materials or equipment, 

marKet stability,  inflationary trends, etc.,   In view of this a price 

fixing arrangement could negatively affect the profitability of the 

project and the growth of the recipient enterprise. 

On the other hand, guidelines of too general a nature on technology 
transfer        might    work against the interest of developing countries 

by not taking into acoount practical and oconomic considerations. To illustrate 

this, we could refer to the efforts of many developing countries to promote 

and encourage the establishment of sub-contracting agreements with foreign 

enterprises. In this arrangement the export element is a oentral one, and 

where certain price levels would have to be established in order that the 

licensor or a third party may be in a position to enter into a long-term/ 

high volume agreement for the purchase of parts and intermediates from 

the developing country. 
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This uhowü the need for flexibility and the knowledge to ascertain 

the various economic implications of price fixing arrangements. 

On the other hand, from the point of view of the recipient enterprii 

or the developing country it is alwaye desirable to eliminate price 

fixing provisions in contracts that may hinder the growth and financial 

stability of the recipient first. 

Guarantee Provisions 

A oareful review of a large number of oases has ooncluiiively demonstrated 

that by and largo guarantee provisions in technology agreements with 

developing countries were inadequate. 

In this connection there is a need to evolve operating guidelines 

for specific sectors of industries! on the basis of documentation available 

in national offices for technology transfer. UNIDO has, at the request 

of some governments, assisted in the preparation of policy guidelines 

in various sectors, including f.e., petrochemicals and engineering industries, 

where the issue of guarantees was treated in a comprehensive manner. 

Some of the general considerations related to this issue may 

include the fol lowing I 

A technology contract should ensure that (i) the technology aoquired 

would be suitable for the manufacture of the products covered by the 

agreement where such products are defined, (ii) the technology obtained 

would aohieve a specified level of production, particularly in the case 

of manufacturing technology, (iii) the content of technology transferred 

is full and complete for the purposes of the oontract and (iv) delivery 

of drawings, epeoifioatione ama material ©onetituting the technology is 

completed within the stipulated period. 

The nature of a guarantee would differ considerably, depending on the 

nature of technical responsibilities assumed by the licensor in the 

contract. In the oase of a turnkey project, for example, epecifie 

performance guarantees can and should be prescribed regarding the 

achievement of specified production levels, both in the plant as a whole 
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and alto for «ach major unit of the plant. In casts where technology 

tranafar compris«! supply of basic engineering services, including plant 

design ate, it is also necessary to include specific guarantees in 

respect of suoh engineering defects free of cost; and for compensation 

in the form of liquidated damages if such defects cannot be rectifica 

However, where the contract only covers manufacturing technology the * 

provisions relating to performance guarantees and compensation clauses 

for nonfulfilment, become more difficult to prescribe. 

For the licensee, it is necessary that there must be as much protection 

as possible in the contract regarding the products and production 

realisable from a particular technology. To the extent possible, 

liquidated damages or specific compensation clauses should be incorporated, 

along with the c nditions for fulfilment of such performance guarantees. 

Where this is not possible, there must at lsast be a clear definition 

f the likely output of production, quality of products and specification 

of products and the licensor's guarantees in this regard together with the 

necessary requirement on the licensee's part to bring the guarantee into 

effect. 

Provision should also be made for the licensor to furnish technical 

assistance as may be necessary to achieve the production levels and 

quality of product as may defined. This is necessary to a much greater 

extent in respect of relatively new technical«» and processes, which have 

not be*»*  "M'»1; "<i»'l and where the licensor should assume greater 

responsibility for the know-how or technology involved than in the case of 

techniques which have been more extensively used by other manufacturers 

and licens«««. 

Th« wording of th« guarantee clause is likely to vary from oontract to 

contract, depending on the nature of the technological 'package' supplied 

by the licensor, the type of techno Icy or process involved and the extent 

to which such technology is already in use. 

Nevertheless, it is essential for the licensor to assume certain basic 

responsibilities and commitments regarding the manufacturing technology 

involved and this should be incorporated in the form of a specified 

guarantee. Nith regard to delivery of documentation, drawings and other 

material comprising the technology to be transferred, it is necessary 

to specify the period within which these should be delivered, together 

with the place and manner of delivery. 
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D.    CQüCLUDIKQ OBSSRVATIONS 

This document focuses primarily on the oasic considerations 

for the evaluation of technology contracts from the point  oí 

view of the developing countries.   It discusses specillo issues 

dealing with contracts involving industrial property rights 

and technical    services and it  goes  into considerable detail 

to review the type of agreements of a composite nature 

required to fulfil the needs of the developing countries. 

The role of national agencies of technology transfer is 

discussed with regard to their present experience ana the operating 

criteria under whicn the acquisition of technology is being 

pursued by a selective number of developing countries. 

It  is felt that although several  developing countries nave 

acquired the experience to evaluate technological proposals l'rotn 

the  legal and economic point of view,  there  is still a need to develop 

adequate mechanisms and criteria for the evaluation ef alternative 

technological options and l'or a better utilization of the existing 

capabilities at the national  level. 

It is foreseen that as experience develops in the technological 

area, government agencies will be in a position to effectively orient 

the acquisition of foreign technology at the national level. 

Furthermore, it emerges from this analysis that the selective 

identification of technology sources would enable these agencies 

to play a more active role in identifying specific technological 

requirements in priority sectors. 

In discussing some of the most important contractual provisiona 

that primarily relate to technology oontracts of a composite nature 

til« discussions at this meeting oould contribute to a better understanding 

of the implication« of these «elected issues and to set the basis for futur« 

work toward« the elaboration of comprehensive guideline« for the 

•valuation of technology contract«.  In this connection possible area« 

for study and research by international organization« are also 

highlighted. 
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